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Volume 2 details the CIA's practices of interrogation and cybernetic mind control in their pursuit to

weaponize neuropsychology. It covers the art of bio-communication war. Human beings are

complex machines but their inner workings have been deciphered. Mind control and brainwashing

have been perfected in the last 60 years. Hacking computers and hacking into individual minds are

similar. The 21st century will be known as the age of spiritual machines and soulless men.
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The Mind Hacking Strategy Group is a consortium of conscientious scientists who report the abuses

of science. ROBERT DUNCAN holds multiple degrees from Harvard University and Dartmouth

College in Applied Sciences and Business. He has worked on projects for the Department of

Defense, CIA and Justice Department in his career.

There is a genocide of people with Rh negative blood. This is no experiment!!! The author of this

book probably knows this and is just using this horrific crime of torture and death to a group of

people. Only 15% of people in the US have Rh negative blood and few ( so far) are being tortured

verbally, emotionally, physically, economically. There's a new age Hitler out there in the United

States torturing and murdering under the name of "experiment."

Deep in the struggle for power, control, and the desire to know what the "other guy" is up to, lies a

penetration into the network of cyberspace by all sides! This is not a stroll in the park read. This not



a scary story. This is the real "inside stuff" of what reality today is made of. I suggest that you don't

read this book if you don't want to know, or if you don't want to ruminate on its content. The Sieve

one of the first books on a subject as important to humanity as"penicillin,automobiles,and the

internet combined" recommend to everyone with even marginal comprehension

The best book to date on the subject of mind control torture on non-consenting people, called "TIs"

(targeted Indvidual). This book outlines the methods and techniques used by DoD to attack selected

people . I disagree with the author in some respects.. I believe that technology is going through

many changes and it may be possible to bring those responsible to justice (including patent-holders

and contractors), some time in the future and in an international court. These cybernetic attacks on

individuals are illegal and no one would allow this to be done to them by choice. I do not agree that

there will be some kind of "transhumanism". It is a weapon and, given enough power (or money),

they might try to take over the world. The greatest invention since the A-bomb.

Fantastic , and well done Duncan . This book does not weigh the reader down with technical know

explanations . He basically describes how Intelligence services around the world have worked out

how to use specialized RADAR technology to read peoples minds ! But not only this , to write

programs that can be run on peoples minds using this technology. I experienced a script run about

a month ago but only now realize that it was a figment of THEIR imagination : a couple of 6'5"

shirtless stallions , one Korea and the other Euro (with Mohawk haircut ) ran towards me and past

me on my evening jog !...I wonder what my handlers are up to?The book is well put together as he

tries to cover all bases in this weird technology and tell indepth about how torture techniques have

been translated to mind projection machines so that a person can be made to feel as if being

tortured and it all happens in the brain . I'm ordering part 1 pronto .I have been harassed for many

years using sleep and mood entrainment that makes life hard .Those who oppose multiculti are

enemies of this new 'democratic' state.Must read for anyone interested in politics as this technology

means the CIA and its affiliate organizations around the West can force politicians to do their

bidding.Either directly or indirectly.As a tipThe only effective way to thwart this technology (I have

personally found by trial and error) is by placing neodymium magnets around you head ! Use a

sweat band (magnets on either side to hold them on ) with a four pattern all in the same pole

direction and one on the top of your head clamped onto hair . This stops this technology (which is

cleaver but low powered) from being able to lock on to the brain wave patten and move it around



driving you nuts . Good luck humanity will need it as the criminals have taken over the police station

!

How do you undo effects of mind control? What modalities; talk therapy, memorization, consented

hypnosis? He didn't mention the hypnosis factor. What other ways excluding retraumatizing? How

do you protect yourself from this occurring in the first place? What are the initial signs to watch out

for?

Every Adult should read this book as soon as possible. This will kickstart the Reader's interest: the

statement reported in Dr. Duncan's courageous book, that our American Department of Defense is

"testing a scalable, artificial intelligence, psychotronic mind virus called Satan666." I've been a

victim of the gruesome, painful, psychologically and physically ruinous effects of the Head Hacking

and remote mind control technologies Dr. Duncan describes in technical detail, which is

nevertheless presented in language accessible to the average Reader. These technologies exist

and they are not subtle in their effects. These weapons systems and torture technologies were

tested on ME, without my conscious will and consent. I cannot thank Dr. Duncan enough for

standing up for the Truth and bringing this grotesque and horrific technology into the Court of Public

Opinion. This is no sci-fi Dystopian Future, nor is it a fictional Techno-punk thriller- these wretched

mind viruses, head-hacking programs, electronic and psychotronic weapons ARE being tested,

sadistically, on American citizens NOW. And I presume our tax payer dollars are being spent on

SATAN666 and other mind viruses, which ought to be enough to infuriate any Reader with a sense

of justice and love for our country, and pity for the hapless, innocent human beings whose basic

human rights are being violated by the Persons behind these "secret military projects." To

understand the horrific and complex effects upon the human body and psyche one must, alas,

either read this book, or be one of the many unfortunate crash-test dummies and lab rats for this

array of monstrous, illegal, immoral, deep black operations projects - including the latest version of

Mind Control. The concept of creating "Manchurian Candidates" is not dead! These criminal minds

are using Satellite technology to invade every aspect of their chosen victims' lives, all the way to the

mapping of their brains. They can read your mind, speak to you using synthetic telepathy, project

strange vibrating images into your brain, view the inside of your house, tap into your phone and

computer, practice slow-kill, agonizing torture techniques on anyone (will YOU be next?). All in

some deranged effort to perfect these relatively unknown weapons, most intended to drive their

intended victim insane or even, in some persons, provoke deliberate suicide. You must read this



book to grok the horror - and have the flex to transcend your understandable human resistance to

the idea that our own government would betray your human rights just to be one up on the enemy in

a virtual Mind War, which literally leaves your very brain open to anyone able to operate these

systems. Scared? You should be. The Victims of this Targeting come from every walk of life.

Usually you are not aware of it until the bizarre "coincidences" and run-ins with Gangstalkers

intensify, persons completely unknown to you, who confront you, often in groups, quote

conversations you've lately engaged in on your phone, who mimic you and your friends, who seem

to know everything about you - because they DO. I'm an over 50 Grandmother, and they did this

stuff to me! New Agers Beware! I was told the person speaking to me was my "Spirit Guide." I met

this "Guide" - he is a Human Being! Dr. Duncan's brave exposure of this Grave New World will

describe for the Reader how all this faux Hocus Pocus is accomplished - using technology with

which he is well acquainted and the average American could never have believed existed. Read -

and believe. "People shouldn't be afraid of their Government. Government should be afraid of their

people." Speak out! One Reviewer stated, "This book will get the author killed." He's alive, thank

God. As for me, a lifelong sufferer, I say, "Come and get me! You've destroyed my life, anyway!"
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